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1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that we are given a finite group G and some property of G. Then 
we take an interest inp-local information. Namely, how much information of 
G can we get from p-local subgroups (the normalizer of p-subgroups), 
especially, from special p-local subgroups ? Actually, in the study of finite 
simple group classification problems, the analysis of p-local subgroups plays 
an important role. Our aim in this paper is to show a significance of the 
analysis of special p-local subgroups in the study of cohomology group. It is 
well-known that the transfer and the Schur multiplier are controlled by the 
normalizer of a Sylow p-subgroup under some conditions [2,4]. In the terms 
of cohomology, H’(G, C*) means the transfer and H2(G, C*) implies the 
Schur multiplier of G, where C* is the multiplicative group of the complex 
field. Therefore, we naturally have a question about general dimension. We 
can here shown an affirmative answer. 
Let G be a finite group, A a trivial ZG-module (i.e., an abelian group), 
and p a prime number. Let us denote by H”(G, A) the n-cohomology group 
of G with coefficients in A and by H”(G, A), the p-primary component of 
H”(G, A). If Xc G and x E G, we define [X, x; m], where m is a positive 
integer, by the formulas [X, x; 0] = X and [X, x; m] = [[X, x; m - 11, x] if 
m> 1. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G, W a weakly closed 
subgroup in P with respect to G, n an integer greater than zero, and m the 
first integer such that p < nm + 1. Assume that: 
(Nil) For any subgroup Q of P such that W& Q there exists 
x E N,(Q) - Q such that [X, x; m] s Yfor any NJQ) chieffactor X/Y in Q. 
Then, the restriction map induces H”(G, A), E H”(N,( W), A), . 
The above condition (Nil) can be expressed in the following forms. 
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Remarks. (i) As [P, W) E W, condition (Nil) holds if cl(w) < 
(l/n)( p - 2); indeed, it suffices to choose x in N,(Q) - Q. 
(ii) Whenever W is strongly closed in P with respect to G, N&Q) 
normalizes W fl X and therefore, if W nX does not cover X/Y, we have 
[JAN,(Q)] ~z7c-1 Wg Y. 
(iii) We may assume that X has only one maximal characteristic 
proper subgroup; indeed, it suffices to replace X by a minimal N,(Q)-stable 
subgroup of Q covering X/Y. 
All groups in this paper will be finite. Most of our notation for group is 
taken from [2] and the notation for cohomology is adopted from [ 11. 
2. PRELIMINARY ARGUMENTS 
In this section, we provide two results for proving the main theorem. 
If V is a ZG-module, let us denote by p the set of fixed points of G in V. 
LEMMA 1 (Glauberman [ 21). Let V be a finite p-primary ZG-module, P 
a Sylow p-subgroup of G, and R the subgroup generated by the set of 
elements x of P such that [X, x; p - 1 ] L Y for any ZG-simple section X/Y 
of V. Then p = VNGtR). 
Proof. Set N = N,(R) and, if H and K are subgroups of G such that 
KC H, let us denote by Trz the map u F+ xX xv, where x runs over a 
transversal to K in H, from VK to V”. As 1 G : N], = 1, it is clear that VN = 
p + Ker(TrE). Assume that Ker(Trz) f0, let Y be a maximal ZG- 
submodule such that Yrsl Ker(T$) = 0, X a minimal ZG-submodule such 
that Y$ X, and v a nonzero element of Xn Ker(Tr$). As TrE(v) = 0 and 
u 6$ Y, there exists x E G-N such that Tr, f7 xNxm, “(x . V) 6C Y, moreover, 
as R is weakly closed in P with respect to G, XNX- ’ does not contain R. 
Hence, choosing a maximal subgroup S of R such that R n XNX-’ z S and 
setting u = Tr, n xNx., “(x . v), we have u E X and TI$(u) & Y. But there is 
y E R - S such that [X, y; p - l] c Y and, as pv = 0, it is clear that 
[u, y; p - 1 ] = x;:; y’ u = Trf(u). This contradiction proves the lemma. 
If T is a finite group acting on a solvable finite group S, we denote by 
ir,(S) the direct product of all the composition factors of S under T. So, 
irT(S) is a ZT-module. 
LEMMA 2. Let Q be a finite p-group, B a finite trivial ZQ-module (i.e., 
an abelian jkite group), T a finite group acting on Q and B, t an element of 
T, and h, k positive integers such that 
(t- l)“.ir,(Q)=O and (t - I)‘( q irT(B) = 0. 
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Then, for any integer n > 0, we have 
ct _ l)‘h-““+k . ir,(H”(Q, B)) = 0. 
Proof. We may assume that Q # 1, B is a nontrivial abelian p-group, and 
n > 2. First of all, assume that B and Q are irreducible under T. Let us 
denote by j3 the homomorphism from H’(Q, Z/pZ) to H’(Q, Z/pZ) induced 
by the exact sequence O+ Z/pZ+ Z/p’z + Z/pZ+ 0 (i.e., the so-called 
Bockstein operation [6]) and by a, the map a 0 (b + c) b a . b + /3(a) . c 
from H’(Q, Z/pZ) 0 (I-f”-‘(Q, B) @ H”-‘(Q, B)) to H”(Q, B), where n > 2, 
induced by the cup-product. It is clear that a, is a natural map and a 
(Z/pZ)(T)-module homomorphism, where Z/pZ is the trivial (Z/pZ)(T)- 
module. We claim that a, is onto; indeed, a, being natural, it suffices to 
prove it only when B = Z/pZ; but it is well known that the cohomology 
algebra Cna,, H”(Q, Z/pZ) is isomorphic either to the symmetric algebra 
over H’(Q, Z/pZ) if p = 2 or to the tensor product of the alternating algebra 
over H’(Q, Z/pZ) and the symmetric algebra over P(H’(Q, Z/pZ)) (it 
follows from the Kiinneth formula H”(Q, Z/pZ) 2 Cyco H’(Q’, Z/pZ) @ 
H”-‘(Q”, Z/pZ), where Q z Q’ x Q”, and the explicit computation of the 
cohomology algebra of Z/pZ); in both cases, it is easily checked that a, is 
onto. By induction on n, we may assume that (t - l)‘hP’“+k . Hi(Q, B) = 0 
for any i$ n; then we get (t - l)‘h-““ik . (H’(Q, Z/pZ) @ (H”-‘(Q, B) @ 
H” -‘(Q. B))) = 0 and therefore, a, being onto, we have (t - l)‘h-““+k. 
H”(Q, B) = 0. 
If B is not irreducible under T, let C be a minimal T-stable nontrivial 
subgroup of B; the existence of the exact sequence 
H”(Q, C) + H”(Q, B) + H”(Q, B/C) 
implies that ir,(H”(Q, B)) maps into ir,(H”(Q, C)) x ir,(H”(Q, B/C)). If Q 
is not irreducible under T, let Z be a minimal T-stable nontrivial subgroup of 
Z(Q); it is well known (“Hochschild-Serre” spectral sequence [3]) that there 
is a canonical filtration of H”(Q, B) with a canonical homomorphism from 
the associated graduated group into nlEO H’(Q/Z, H”-‘(Z, B)); therefore, 
irT(Hn(Q, B)) maps into nyEO ir,(H’(Q/Z, H”-‘(Z, B))). In both cases, the 
lemma follows by an induction argument. 
When B is a finite p-primary ZQ-module on which Q does not act 
trivially, Q stabilizes the following sequence: B > ZB > Z2B > . . . > 
Z”B > . . . > 0, since Z”B = 0 for some integer m, where 
z = 0 Cnea Z( g - 1). If a finite group T acts on B and Q, then T acts on 
Z’B/Z” ‘B, a trivial Q-module. Therefore we have the following changed 
form. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let Q be a finite p-group, B a finite ZQ-module T a 
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finite group acting on Q and B, t an element of T, and h, k positive integers 
such that 
(t- 1)“. irr.(Q)=O and (t - 1)” . irT(B) = 0. 
Then,fir any n > 0, we have (t - l)‘h-““+k . ir,(H”(Q, B)) = 0. 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
At first, we claim that we may assume that A is finite. Indeed, as the 
restriction maps H”(G, A), into H”(N, A), , where N = Nc( W), it sufftces to 
prove that any element h of H”(N, A& belongs to the image of the restriction 
map; but it is clear that there is a finitely generated submodule B of A such 
that h belongs to the image of H”(N, B), in H”(N, A&. So, we may assume 
that A is finitely generated; then, A z T x F, where T is a finite group and F 
a free abelian group of finite rank, and it suffices to prove that 
H”(G, T), r H”(N, qp and H”(G, F), E H”(N, F), . 
But the exact sequence 0 -+ F -+ /‘lid F -+ F/I G 1 . F + 0 yields the commutative 
diagram of exact sequences 
0-H”(N,F),-H”(N,F/IGI.F),-H”+‘(N,F),-0 
I I I 
0-H”(G,F),-H”(G,F/IGI.F),-H”+‘(G,F),-0. 
I I I 
0 0 0 
So, we may assume that A is finite. 
Let us denote by pz the restriction map from H”(H, A) to H”(K, A) for 
any subgroups H, K of G such that K s H. If Q is a subgroup of P, let us 
consider the subgroup NilP(Q) generated by the set of elements x of NP(Q) 
such that (x - l)‘p-” . irN,(c) (H”(Q, A)) = 0; it is straightforward that 
Q z NilP(Q) and by (Nil) and Lemma 2, W& Q implies Q # NilP(Q). It is 
well known [5] that Im@F) = 0, @‘c)-’ (H”(Q, A)“’ GCQ’) where Q runs over 
a set of representatives contained in P for the conjugacy classes of p- 
subgroups of G. But it is clear that eachp-subgroup of G has a conjugate Q 
contained in P such that, setting Q, = Q and Qi = Nil,@- ,) if i 2 1, NP(Qi) 
is a Sylow p-subgroup of N,(Qi) for any i > 0. So, as p,” and & are injective, 
it suffices to prove that, for such subgroups Q of P, we have Im(&) c 
H”(Q, A)‘+’ G - (Q). If W c Q, then NJQ) c N and therefore, 
Im@z) s H”(Q, A)N NCQ’ = H”(Q, A)N GCQ’. 
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Assume that W g Q and set R = Nil,(Q); by Lemma 1, we have 
H”(Q, ,qN G(Q) = H”(Q, #dQh 
and, by induction on IP : Ql, we may assume that Im@g) s H”(R, A)N GCR); 
it follows that Im@i) c &H”(R, A)N GcR’) g H”(Q, A)N G@). This 
completes the proof of the main theorem. 
As a last remark, we obtained a slightly refined form of 151. Let us say 
that a p-subgroup Q of G is H”-essential if the following conditions hold: 
(a) The group Z(Q) is a Sylow p-subgroup of C,(Q). 
(b) The quotient Nc(Q)/Q . C,(Q) h as a strongly p-embedded proper 
subgroup. 
(c) Each element x of NG(Q) such that (x - 1)“. irN,,o,(Q)= 0 
belongs to Q . C,(Q) (where m is as in the main theorem. 
THEOREM. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G and X a set of represen- 
tatives contained in P for the conjugacy classes of H”-essential p-subgroups 
of G. Then, 
Im@g) = H”(P, A)N”‘P’ n Qvx @;)-’ W”(Qv 4NG’Q’). 
The proof is entirely analogous to that of the main theorem. 
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